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In loving memory of my eldest sister Leslie Lynette — I

miss you immensely!

To my children, my nieces, and my nephews: may each of

you know true love and build loving, mutually fulfilling

relationships that last a lifetime.





A U T H O R ’ S  N O T E

Dear Reader,

You just picked up a book on relationships, and

you’ve gone past the cover to see what’s inside. Do

you know why? Was there an internal nudging

saying, check this out? Let’s see what she has to say, or

how she can help us?

Relationships can start at a sprint, where every‐

thing feels rosy and right. But the truth is, they can

also stall or hit obstacles or go through cycles. Cycles

of awesome, to not so good, too good, too awesome,

and then back again to not great. Where are you in

this cycle? Do you feel like you are flourishing in

your relationship? Do you know what you want? Do

you feel like you are heard? Psychology Today reports

that sixty percent of married people are unhappy in



their relationships, and forty percent have consid‐

ered ending the relationship. Is that you, or has that

been you in the past? Do you understand why you

might be unhappy or frustrated? Maybe you are new

at dating or haven’t had many romantic relation‐

ships, but you dream of how it will be with that

special someone. Do you want to know what it takes

for a relationship to not only work but to work well?

Do you hope for a place of mutually fulfilling love?

Do you dream of a relationship where both parties

have their needs met and are on the same team? If

any of these sounds like you, let's explore what it

takes to build a relationship that works. If discov‐

ering how you can apply these principles to your

desires sound like you, then come with me on this

journey. Let's explore what it takes to build a rela‐

tionship that not only works but is mutually

fulfilling and can last. Discover how you can apply

these principles to your present or future rela‐

tionships.



I N T R O D U C T I O N

Stop for a moment and think about the best rela‐

tionship you know. A relationship where love

between two people is obvious, and respect and

admiration seem to be the bedrock on which the

relationship is built. Who are the people in that

strong relationship? Are they friends or relatives? Is

it you and your partner? What makes a relationship

ideal?

I have always wanted the perfect relationship.

And, in my twenties, I believed God had blessed me

with my future husband. He was a minister, and I

was certain that we would build our life on love,

trust, and strong Christian values. I believed we

would be partners, drawing strength from each

other and complementing one another.



Our lives were like that for a time. Perhaps it was

newlywed-syndrome, or maybe it was just the space

we were in. But during a marriage, obstacles and

challenges arise. The partners may desire different

things. They change, mature, and grow. Sometimes

the partners desire the same thing. Sometimes their

desires are different. Neither the same nor different

is inherently good or bad. Sometimes partners grow

together, and sometimes they grow apart. This is

life, in all of its adventurous glory.

My marriage did not turn out as I had hoped or

expected. Our worldviews were changing and evolv‐

ing, and this revealed our diametrically opposing

views on many issues. Consequently, our marriage

eventually ran its course, and we divorced. It was a

painful ending. It took time, a lot of self-work, and

some spiritual growth for me to heal. (I have chroni‐

cled that journey in my first book, Healing the

Wounds of Divorce.) Through my coaching work with

clients, relationship guidance in ministry, and my

journey with my second husband, I have learned that

love truly is the principal ingredient in life. For love

to continue growing and flourishing in a mutually

fulfilling manner, more ingredients are needed.

x INTRODUCTION
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1

R E L A T I O N S H I P  I N T E N T I O N S

had my first heartbreak when I was in college.

It hurt badly. I never knew something could

hurt so deeply. I lost part of my healthy soul in

that relationship. He was always cheating and

sneaking around to see other women. I became

obsessed with looking for signs of him cheating so

that I could confront him and catch him in a lie. I

just knew I would find something, so I kept looking

incessantly, and I always found what I was looking

for. It eventually tore us apart because he was a

cheater, and I did not trust him. I did not have the

emotional strength to leave him even though I was

unhappy. I knew I could never marry him because I

would be completely miserable. When he broke up

with me, I was heartbroken and hurt. But, although I



suffered for a long time, it was the best gift he could

ever have given me.

A couple of years later, I met a guy who liked me

and who had features that reminded me of my ex.

We dated and I found myself in another committed

relationship. After about a year, it happened again. I

found out he had been sneaking around seeing his

former girlfriend. That time, I thought I’d lose my

mind. It was not because I was in love with him. It

had to do with how I started to feel about myself and

how men were choosing other women while dating

me. It affected my trust in men. Why would he do that,

I thought. My self-esteem took a hard blow once

again. My trust in men was ruined. It seemed to me

that, in Chicago, many people had more than one

significant other. This is what I experienced and

observed with my family and friends.

I stayed in the relationship even though I was

unhappy. He said he loved me, but I was hurt, and my

feelings had changed. I did not know how to process

or overcome what I was experiencing. That is when I

saw a counselor for the first time. I wanted to figure

out how to feel better and how to stop feeling so sad.

I prayed often. I asked God for strength and guid‐

ance. One day after Sunday service, I knelt at the
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altar and told God how much I was hurting and that

I needed his help. I talked to him about how I had not

done well choosing a male friend who would be

faithful to me. I prayed, Lord, please send me someone

who loves you more than he loves me because then I will

know he will treat me well and will never cheat on me.

I was twenty-three when I met my former

husband. That was not long after I had prayed to

God. I was emotionally broken, and my heart ached

from the unfaithfulness of men who claimed to love

me. I soon learned he, too, was broken from past

relationships and unfaithfulness in his previous

marriage. We were two emotionally damaged indi‐

viduals coming together with unresolved issues

from our past.

He was a guest minister at my church on youth

Sunday. I was late walking into the church, and he

watched me from the pulpit as I joined the choir just

before we were to sing. I had an inkling he was

checking me out, so I lingered outside around the

church after service. Finally, I went back inside to

see if he would approach me, and he did. He asked

his cousin to introduce us. He gave me his number

and asked me to call him that evening. It was not

unusual for a minister to show interest in me, as I was
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always active in the church. I taught Sunday school,

directed the choir, and spoke at different events.

We talked by phone late that night, and he was a

good conversationalist. He talked about himself and

his life, and he asked me questions about my life. He

said he was looking for a wife, so he was trying to

learn as much about me as he could. He was in

Chicago visiting his parents for the weekend. His

home was in the south, and he would be heading

back there the next day. When he returned home, we

talked on the phone for hours every day. We talked

about God, the teachings in the scriptures, and what

true salvation meant. After about three days of

talking on the phone, he said God told him that I

was going to be his wife. I responded, “Really? God

didn’t tell me that.” He replied, “He will.” I thought,

when did God start speaking to folks like that? I’d never

heard of God telling someone who they would

marry. But he had my attention because of the

prayer I had prayed. The timing was right in stride

with my prayers to God.

At some point, I believed what he was telling me;

that it was God’s will for us to marry. I believed he

was the answer to my prayers. It was like a strong

intuition, an inner knowing that you cannot ignore.

So, three months after we met, we tied the knot.
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I am telling you this story as an example of how

we come into relationships with intentions or ideas

about what we want and do not want. He wanted a

wife. I was under the erroneous impression that if

someone loved God, the marriage would be bliss,

and I’d be loved unconditionally. We would be in

love and nothing could ever tear us apart.

Reflections:

Sometimes, what we focus on wanting or not

wanting is the thing that we bring to ourselves. In

my case, it was as Tony Robbins says, “Energy flows

where attention goes.” Attention is what you focus

on at the moment. Intention is what moves you from

where you are to where you want to be. The most

effective relationship (and life) strategy is finding a

way to align the two. And if you can do this with

your partner, all the better. But let’s take some time

to understand some of the areas that can derail us

from having a mutually loving relationship for a life‐

time. I think we would all prefer a bit more enthu‐

siasm than Raymond expresses to his brother in a

scene in Everybody Loves Raymond: "Look, you

want to know what marriage is really like? Fine. You

wake up, she's there. You come back from work,
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she's there. You fall asleep, she's there. You eat

dinner, she's there. You know? I mean, I know that

sounds like a bad thing, but it's not."

What were you expecting when you and

your partner began dating or married?

What is it that you really want from your

partner now? Make this list as

comprehensive as possible.
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T H E  R O A D  M A P  T O  B U I L D I N G
R E L A T I O N S H I P S  T H A T  L A S T

his chapter gives you an outline of your

journey to building mutually fulfilling

relationships that last and provides a brief

summary of what you can expect in each chapter. In

the upcoming chapters, we will explore what is

needed to build a relationship that is mutually

fulfilling. In Chapter 3, we’ll explore the need for a

solid foundation, one that will support you as you

grow. Think of the relationship like you would a

house. If a house isn’t built on a strong foundation,

anchored to or set into the earth, and made of strong

materials, the house, when pelted by forces such as

hurricane-strength winds, flooded by running

waters, and rocked by earthquakes, will move. Rela‐



tionships that aren’t anchored by a mutually

fulfilling love will be set adrift when emotional

storms rage through.

In Chapter 4, you will learn how to nurture love

to make it grow. It may surprise you to know that to

make love grow in a romantic relationship or

marriage, it is vitally important that you tend to

your own needs and love yourself. Then you are

better prepared to attend to your partner’s needs

and nurture your love in the relationship.

In Chapter 5, you will explore core values. You

will determine what they are, why they matter, and

how they affect our lives and relationships. You will

learn through a real-life story example what can

happen when values aren’t in alignment. You will

discover the power that can be harnessed when

values are aligned.

In Chapter 6, we discuss emotional needs, what

they are, their importance, and how to fulfill them.

Everyone feels and wants something, and sometimes

we make assumptions about our partners. We

assume they understand exactly what we need

emotionally. Then we are disappointed or hurt when

our needs aren’t met. This chapter walks us through

exploring what our needs are and then provides tips
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on how to get our needs known and met. You will

also learn how to talk to others about what they

need.

Chapter 7 is all about compatibility — spiritual,

physical, financial, intellectual, and sexual. We

explore the ways in which compatibility is crucial in

relationships. We consider which incompatibilities

may be challenges or deal-breakers and how we can

agree to disagree sometimes and still be happy and

thrive in our relationships.

Chapter 8 provides the ins and outs of communi‐

cation. This is vital because so many couples feel like

they have communication breakdowns. We explore

the Four Horsemen model of negative communica‐

tion from The Gottman Institute, and we discuss

ways using active listening techniques can enhance

communications with anyone.

In Chapter 9, we look at some of the obstacles

and hurdles to happiness and well-being that we

have to climb or circumvent in our relationships.

These include not nurturing our love, not having the

same core values, having unfulfilled emotional

needs, being incompatible in insurmountable ways,

and/or not being willing to work on clear and

consistent communication.
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Ultimately, I provide various options for you to

consider if you’d like to work more on creating or

maintaining a better relationship or if you need

some help and emotional support along this journey.
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B U I L D I N G  A  S O L I D  F O U N D A T I O N

aya Angelou once wrote, “My great

hope is to laugh as much as I cry; to

get my work done and to try to love

somebody and the courage to accept the love in

return.” Love can be tricky. It can mean different

things to different people. For example, ancient

Greek philosophers told us there are eight different

kinds of love: philia (affectionate love), pragma

(enduring love), storge (familial love), eros (romantic

love), ludus (playful love), mania (obsessive love),

philautia (self-love), and agape (selfless love or God’s

love). Each of these types of love has its characteris‐

tics. Love can be portrayed in a range of expressions

(emotions, actions, gifts, and so forth) with the inter‐

pretation of the love or the relayed meaning of the



gift not necessarily being mutually understood. This

could be why the poet Mary Oliver remarked,

“There are a hundred paths through the world that

are easier than loving. But who wants easier?”

To build a relationship that works, as mentioned

by Dr. Michael Broder, you need two specific types

of love: positive passion, and comfort. Passion

comes from the heart. It includes romantic and

sexual energy. It prompts you to open your heart to

someone. Passion involves longing and desire. It

keeps you motivated within the relationship.

Comfort, on the other hand, is more cerebral and

might even be subconscious. It is when your brain

says it is safe to commit to this person. It is when

two people enjoy each other’s company. Comfort

involves knowing the person will have your back

and if the road gets rocky, you believe you can work

it out. Comfort includes mutual respect and having

shared goals and values, which leads to the ability to

live a peaceful co-existence. Maintaining a healthy

level of passion and comfort is an ongoing journey

throughout the life of a relationship.

Having passion and being comfortably in love

with someone improves your chances of having a

long-term relationship that is mutually fulfilling for

both parties. With these two ingredients, your rela‐
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tionship has the potential to bloom and mature as

you move forward as a couple. These two vitally

important key building blocks are creating a good

foundation to build upon as you continue to grow as

a couple. But there are many other key elements

needed to keep the mutual love and commitment

budding. I will discuss these ingredients in the

coming chapters.

Over the last forty to fifty years, here in the US,

roughly forty to fifty percent of all marriages ended

in a divorce. This does not include the relationships

that failed or common-law marriages. If we included

these relationships, the percentages would be much

higher. Interestingly, in 2019, a study conducted by

the Institute for Family Studies indicates the divorce

rate dropped significantly. The divorce rate hit a

fifty-year low in 2019, with only 14.9 out of every

thousand marriages in the U.S. ending in divorce.

The study revealed that the number of couples

getting married also dropped significantly. In 2018,

the rate fell to 6.5 per 1000 couples. This is the

lowest level in one hundred and eighteen years. In

fact, it is the lowest ever recorded since 1867, the

first year for which federal government data on

national marriage was available. Why do so many

relationships end, and so many couples get
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divorced? Some couples are simply not compatible

in many areas of their lives. Relationships require a

lot of give and take. And if one side is all give and the

other is all take, it’s a recipe for disaster. Selfishness

can leave a partner lonely and neglected and ulti‐

mately bring the relationship to an end. Relation‐

ships can fail when there is a breakdown in

communications, when there is infidelity, or when

there is a lack of trust. When there is no balance

between the relationship’s needs and all of life’s

other commitments, the partners can begin to drift

apart. Unaddressed sexual dissatisfaction is another

reason many relationships do not last. And of

course, many relationships end because of abuse,

which can include verbal, emotional, physical,

sexual, financial, substance, and child abuse or

neglect.

Some couples have not adapted well to the

changing roles of women in society. For example,

some men don’t like the idea of their spouse being

the primary breadwinner. For other couples, the

spark may go out as physical appearances change.

Gaining or losing weight may become an issue in

some relationships. One or both may lose their hair.

Often, over time, the passion in many relationships
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dwindles, and this too can be a reason for the rela‐

tionship ending.

One woman, Kirsten, said she just was no longer

attracted to her husband. He had stopped caring

about his hygiene and how he looked, and that was a

huge turnoff for her. She mentioned that he had

gained a lot of weight in the ten years they were

together and looked a bit like Jabba the Hut with

man boobs. The thought of being physical with him

repulsed her.

Another thing that may be a turn-off is unreal‐

istic expectations. You know the old joke, right:

women go into relationships seeing the potential in

their men and the ways that they can change, and

they are hopeful the change will happen. Men, on

the other hand, go into relationships hoping the

beautiful woman they wanted will never change. But

both expectations are unrealistic.

When choosing to be in a romantic relationship

that you want to work and last, you adopt the life‐

long job of agreeing to keep passion and comfort at

the forefront of our unions, but they must be

balanced like the two sides of the scale that is held by

Lady Justice.
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THREE MAIN CATEGORIES OF A TROUBLED
RELATIONSHIP

Stormy. In a stormy relationship, there is plenty of

passion. It usually manifests as anger, discomfort,

abuse, or a sexually explosive situation. (Think bodice-

ripper novels where people cannot get enough of each

other or when your best sex comes only after having a

heated, mean, and volatile argument.) A stormy rela‐

tionship may feel a bit like surfing, with periods of

calm. After a negative passionate episode, the periods

of calm come when someone apologizes, so that there

is a temporary resolution, or after all the sexual

tension has been spent. This is followed by another

wave of tension mounting since usually the underlying

issues are not dealt with. They ride this tension before

crashing into a fight again. Stormy relationships are

cyclical, like waves in the ocean. Just as the tides are

controlled by the distant moon’s unseen gravitational

force, couples in stormy patterns may not know why

they fight or what force is pulling them in that direc‐

tion. They have lots of passion, both positive and nega‐

tive. Their hearts are alive but their logical, cognitive

abilities to resolve their relational problems are lack‐

ing. The heart is alive, but the brain is dead.
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Indifference. When most or all of the passion is

missing, and the relationship is over-loaded with

comfort, you’ll find indifference. Anger may still be

present en masse, but it is usually hidden or

squashed. The desire or tendency to argue and fight

is not present — and sometimes the desire to fight

for the relationship isn’t present either. So, the union

begins to die a slow and silent death. In states of

indifference, the couple may no longer have feelings

or desire for each other. Often, they have grown

apart or have sensed that they are better off as

platonic roommates or friends. They may be

comfortable in their living arrangement and have no

willpower to make changes. Love has left the heart.

In other words, the brain may be alive, but the heart

has died.

Sometimes indifference can be one-sided. One

partner puts forth effort and energy into saving the

relationship. Sometimes one partner is indifferent

while the other is content having all of the passion

and comfort he or she needs and therefore not

understanding that the other person has grown

indifferent because they feel unfulfilled. In the case

of a one-sided relationship, the way to save it

requires the potential and willingness to change.
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Seeking a relationship coach or therapist might

prove beneficial.

One-sided. Sometimes one person is intentionally

putting in the work toward maintaining and

nurturing the relationship. This one-sided practice

can cause the intentional lover to be unhappy, and

somewhat or totally unfulfilled. The other partner is

surely content having all of the passion and comfort

he or she needs.

Can these relationships be saved? The potential

and willingness to change are needed to save these

relationships. Seeking a relationship coach, or thera‐

pist might prove beneficial.

Reflections:

What kinds of love are in your

relationship?

Is your relationship full of passion, or

comfort, or is it a balance of the two?

Would your partner answer the same?
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4

N U R T U R I N G  Y O U R  L O V E

f you do not nurture love, eventually, the

relationship will fall apart. At the very heart,

our intimate relationships need friendship,

which the Oxford dictionary defines as a state of

mutual trust and support. Without trust and support,

kindness, fun, humor, intimacy, or sex you will not

be able to sustain a mutually fulfilling relationship

for the long-term.

Professor, author, and Dr. Love, Leo F. Buscaglia

said, “A loving relationship is one in which the loved

one is free to be himself — to laugh with me, but

never at me; to cry with me, but never because of

me; to love life, to love himself, to love being loved.

Such a relationship is based upon freedom and can

never grow in a jealous heart.”



But sometimes life and our not-as-nice lower

selves interfere in our relationships, and we aren’t as

loving as we could be. And then we are forced to

find ways to make amends, ask for forgiveness, and

get back on track.

A FEW WAYS YOU CAN NURTURE
YOUR LOVE

Be a good teammate. Having a successful relationship

takes a team; it cannot be one person doing all of the

work. Being a good teammate includes having a fair

division of labor in physical tasks and emotional

stakes.

Be adaptable. You cannot expect everything you

do or believe or value to be the same, and you

cannot expect to be right all of the time. Different

does not necessarily mean wrong. Maintaining

friendships and love requires that there be give and

take. There will be compromises, such as: how you

will celebrate holidays? Whose family do you see

this year? And what will you watch together, etc.?

Forgive. A cold hard fact of life is that everyone

screws up. If you love someone and think the rela‐

tionship is worth it, you have to learn to forgive
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mistakes (and not hold grudges). Say, “I accept your

apology,” and show you mean it by not bringing the

grievance up again.

Determine how to meet each other’s needs. You

know your strengths and weaknesses, and you know

those of your partner. Being the strength to

someone else’s weakness makes you stronger as a

couple than either of you are individually. This will

help you to grow as a couple. If one of you is better

at math, handle paying the bills; if another gets more

joy from cooking, take over that task.

Develop your own interests (And schedule some time

for yourself.) You’ll feel more fulfilled and happier if

you’re engaged with things that interest you. That

happiness will transfer over to your relationship,

and those interests will also give you different things

to talk about. That may mean you join the church

choir, a local book club, take a class of some kind, go

back to school, or volunteer for a charitable orga‐

nization.

Respect space and time. It is healthy for each

partner to develop his or her own interests. And it is

equally beneficial to honor each other’s space.

During the pandemic, when so many of us were

working from home, it was easy to interrupt our
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partners during the workday to ask a question or get

some feedback. But a better way to encourage your

relationship to grow is to ask, “Is this a good time?”

before you barge into their space or demand their

time. And it is good to give yourselves a little alone

time, too, so that you aren’t together 24/7. A bit of

space may make you miss each other and may make

you value your time together even more.

Do not keep score. Relationships and friendships

aren’t a game where one person wins, and another

loses. In a successful, loving relationship, both

people win. They both feel heard and understood

and valued. They do not do things to get brownie

points or to manipulate the other person into doing

something for them later.

Practice self-awareness. Know not only what

makes you happy but also what motivates you. Being

aware of your needs, knowing what makes you tick,

how you feel and what you need helps you under‐

stand how to be a loving, supportive partner to

someone else.

Encourage your partner. Being in a relationship

gives you the opportunity to be someone’s biggest

cheerleader. Don’t you love it when someone tells

you, you are the bomb or tells you what an awesome

job you did? Encourage your partner to reach goals,
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to go after dreams, and to set new ones after those

goals are reached.

Offer solutions, not criticisms. Nobody loves a

critic. It’s a fact. If we are criticized too often, we feel

beat down. If your partner comes to you for advice,

work with them and explore ways to solve the

problem without becoming negative regarding the

situation. Also, while you’re searching for solutions,

it is useful to paraphrase your mate’s point of view,

so they feel understood and to ensure that you truly

understand.

Ask for what you need. Partners aren’t mind-

readers, even the ones who have been together for

years. Remember that adage that says assuming

makes an ass out of you and me? If you want to

make sure your needs are met, let your lover know

what you need. This applies to what you want to eat,

how you like to live, what you’d like in bed, and how

you’d like to divide the chores.

Say, “Thank you.” Sometimes when we are in

relationships, we take things for granted, and we do

not express appreciation as often as we should.

When’s the last time your partner paid for a meal,

and you said, Thank you? Did you thank them when

they picked up the dry-cleaning? Or did the laundry?

Or put gas in the car? Each day presents us with
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dozens of opportunities to express gratitude, if only

we pay attention to them.

Be romantic. Romantic gestures aren’t gender-

specific; everyone loves the surprise of a special

dinner, a card, flowers, or any gesture that shows

how much you care.

Be affectionate. New couples often show affection

by handholding, touching, playing with each other's

hair, or giving a hug or a kiss. Longer-term couples

often stop these gestures of affection. The power of

touch is so important. Studies have shown that

newborns who aren’t touched become starved of

affection and can die. While your partner is much

older (although they may occasionally act infantile

or juvenile), they, too, thrive with lots of affection.

Be intimate. Sex releases feel-good hormones

that combat stress. Love, sex, and orgasms psycho‐

logically release hormones that give us a sense of

being grounded and help remove some of the anxi‐

ety. If you aren’t feeling it, Dr. Laurie Watson

recommends that you ease into it. Start by holding

each other and then use skin-to-skin contact. That

will get you in the mood.

Applying this list of things in your relationship

will help you to nurture fondness and admiration;

you will turn toward each other instead of turning
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away. You will begin to influence each other in posi‐

tive ways. And if, for some reason, one or two of

those ideas do not work for you, try comedy.

Laughter soothes the soul like medicine, but without

all of those nasty side effects.
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Y O U R  V A L U E S  M A T T E R

ore values are a set of fundamental

beliefs, ideals, or practices that inform

how you conduct your life, both person‐

ally and professionally. A good question to ask your‐

self when you’re dating or looking for a life partner

is do, we have the same or similar core values about

life? Having similar core values increases the proba‐

bility of having a lasting relationship and having

different values can make the relationship very

rocky and be the source of arguments and dissatis‐

faction in the relationship.

Consider a problem one of my clients had which

eventually became a factor in the unraveling of their

marriage. When John and Anita were dating, they

both enjoyed working out and going to the gym.



They were both physically fit and had bomb bodies.

They were two good-looking individuals and they

looked great together. John was muscular and had

tight abs. Anita had toned legs, thighs, and arms, a

small waist, and was very shapely. This was their

initial attraction to one another. They shared an

appreciation of physical fitness.

They were physically attracted to each other and

were sexually compatible. John pursued the relation‐

ship with Anita because of her physical features and

her libido. He enjoyed seeing her in revealing

clothing during their courtship. He even compro‐

mised his beliefs on premarital sex. When they were

dating, he was caught up in the passion. There was

emotional adrenaline when they spent time

together.

As they spent more time together, it became clear

to John that Anita had different views on how one

should govern their spiritual life. John was raised to

attend church several times a week. He was taught to

read and study the Bible and have an active prayer

life. Anita, on the other hand, had a different outlook

on attending church. She attended church during

special holidays, like Mother’s Day, Easter, and

Christmas. She had no desire to spend two or three

days a week attending church and living her life
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based on the teachings in the Bible. In fact, she was

not attending church when she and John met. She

was a vivacious lady who liked to enjoy life to the

full. Church played a very small part in her life.

John knew they viewed spirituality and being a

Christian differently, but he ignored that as they

continued to date. Eventually, they married. Less

than a year later, one of the major contentions in

their marriage surrounded their different views and

behavior as it pertained to being a Christian. John

wanted them to attend church together. He wanted

them to study the Bible and pray together regularly.

Anita was not interested in what she labeled an

extreme approach to Christianity. They argued often

about these differences.

Anita felt that John was always harping on how

she needed to change. She needed to dress more

conservatively, stop cussing, and attend church with

him regularly. Anita tried to go along with what

John wanted, but it was not in her heart. She was

trying to make John happy, but in the process, she

was becoming unhappy. Anita felt it was overkill

and unnecessary to attend church several times a

week and felt there was nothing wrong with the

way she dressed. She liked cussing, and when she

got angry, she let it rip. John cringed when the
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profanity rolled off her lips so fluently. He was frus‐

trated and disappointed that Anita did not conform

to his wishes. He mistakenly thought once they

were married, he could get her to change and take

on the qualities he requested. When this did not

happen, he became highly disappointed and

unhappy. The disconnect on the issue troubled him.

He would harp on Anita for not being submissive

and not allowing him to make decisions in the

marriage. He felt belittled and disrespected when

she would cuss him out and embarrass him in front

of their friends. She was used to doing what she

wanted and was not happy that he wanted her to

make so many changes. She tied to make changes,

but they were short-lived because the changes were

not what she wanted. Her heart was not in it, and

she was unhappy with how she was being made to

feel.

Anita liked to party, go to the club and dance, and

have a few drinks now and then. John never

attended the parties, and he did not drink. She

reminded him that she was like this when they dated

and that he should not expect her to become

someone she was not.

They eventually grew apart because their lives

were moving in different directions, and neither of
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them was willing to compromise enough to the

other’s satisfaction.

This issue became one of the main factors that

led to their separation and eventually their divorce.

There were other problems in the marriage but their

different values surrounding spirituality and what it

meant to be a Christian was the major factor. John

would not relent in trying to change Anita, and she

resented him trying to change her.

When you look at John and Anita’s relationship

from the outside, you can clearly see their views on

spirituality were polarized. This should have been a

red flag for John, and he should have explored this

more while they were getting to know one another

as they dated. If he had, he would have known Anita

was probably not going to change. Because he was

caught up in the physical aspects of their relation‐

ship, he ignored one of his high core values, adher‐

ence to traditional values that many Christian

churches teach. Consequently, the marriage did not

survive.

Some relationships survive spiritual differences. I

know another couple who were both raised in

Christian families. The wife attended church often,

was involved in many church functions, and served

on several committees. Her husband, on the other
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hand, rarely attended church. He attended with his

wife on special occasions. She did not have a

problem with their differences, and it did not cause

problems in their marriage because they were both

OK with the other’s choices regarding church atten‐

dance and activities.

Always consider your values and your potential

partner’s values when considering a long-term rela‐

tionship or marriage. You know what’s important to

you and what would seem like a violation against

your soul, your inner being, and intuition if you

encounter or go against those internal values. Your

values represent a big part of who you are, and when

you freely flow in congruency with them, you feel

light and free and in control of yourself and all the

things you want for your life.

Your values are important in your life. They are

the characteristics and behaviors that motivate you

and guide your decisions. If you find yourself on the

edge of going against these standards or in viola‐

tions of this inner code or agreement you have with

yourself, you may have an inner knowing that things

are off, something is wrong, and you could experi‐

ence a number of different emotions that impact

your behavior or wellbeing and maybe your interac‐

tions with others. Some of the unpleasant emotions
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you might feel are sadness or depression, misery,

anger, disappointment, and others. This is why it’s

important to consider your core values and the

values of a potential life partner to be sure they align

satisfactorily.

Couples often confuse shared interests with

shared values. If you and your significant other

enjoy the same types of music and enjoy boating and

traveling, you might mistakenly assume that these

common interests are indications that you share the

same values.

If you are in a marriage or long-term relationship

where many of your values are different and you are

having trouble in your marriage here are a few

things to consider. Seek to understand where they

are coming from and where these values are coming

from. Set your biases and judgments aside and

explore the family background, the environment in

which they grew up. Have nonjudgmental

exploratory conversations about your different

values to help gain a better understanding and hope‐

fully increase your tolerance of your partner’s

perspective and gain a deeper understanding and

appreciation of your partner’s position on certain

things.

There are probably things that you agree on
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despite your differing beliefs on certain matters.

Work to have a meeting of the minds on your differ‐

ences as this will make it easier to live together with

these differences. Consider the possibility that your

partner’s view is correct if the disagreement is not of

fundamental importance. Sometimes we let our

pride cause us to be inflexible and we miss the

opportunity to embrace ideas that are different from

our own. The goal is to find some common ground

so that the two of you can have fewer arguments.

Focus more on the things you have in common. It’s

highly unlikely that you fell in love with someone

with whom you share no values with.

If you are worried about your marriage or rela‐

tionship, consider working with a relationship coach

or attending relationship counseling. Often, a third

party can help couples work through difficult issues

and find some workable solution that is satisfactory

for both parties.

To help you identify some of your values, I have

provided a Core Values Evaluation. Think about

these values as you are considering who might be

the best life-partner or spouse for you.
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VALUES EXERCISE

Determine your core values. From the list below,

choose and write down every core value that

resonates with you. Do not overthink your selec‐

tions. As you read through the list, write down the

words that feel like a core value to you personally. If

you think of a value you possess that is not on the

list, be sure to write it down, as well.

Group all similar values together from the list of

values you just created. Group them in a way that

makes sense to you, personally. Create a maximum
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of five groupings. If you have more than five group‐

ings, drop the least important grouping(s). See the

example below.

Choose one word within each grouping that best

represents the label for the entire group. Again, do

not overthink your labels. There are no right or

wrong answers. You are defining the answer that is

right for you.
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E M O T I O N A L  N E E D S

n the previous chapter, you explored your

core values. The guiding principles of your

life that, in some ways, makes you who you

are. Attached to core values are emotional needs,

which English teacher and life coach William Baker

defines as “Feelings we must have to experience a

sense of fulfillment, happiness, or inner peace.” For

example, if acceptance is one of your core values, the

emotions most likely attached to that value are your

need to feel a part of something, to feel welcomed, to

feel loved, and to feel like you can be your authentic

self.

In the 1940s, Abraham Maslow created a pyra‐

mid-structured hierarchy of needs with basic needs

like food and water at the bottom and self-actualiza‐



tion at its apex. In the levels of the hierarchy of

needs are inherent emotional needs: security, voli‐

tion, attention, emotional connection, connection to

community, privacy, a sense of self, a sense of

achievement, and meaning. Each of these nine basic

needs has a host of emotions attached to them. Not

surprisingly, knowing and naming your needs can

pack some serious benefits when it comes to your

relationship, and to other areas of your life.

According to researcher Seth J. Gillihan, Ph.D. in a

Psychology Today article (https://www.

psychologytoday.com/us/blog/think-act-be/

201507/do-you-know-what-you-need), people who

are good at identifying their needs are also more

likely to have their psychological needs met — they

enjoy better relationships, a greater sense of being

good at what they do, and more freedom in their

actions.

Everyone has different emotional needs. This can

be a direct result of our “upbringing, genetic predis‐

position, identity, and other individual factors,”

writes Gillihan. But everyone shares some basic

emotional needs. An emotional connection with

your love interest or spouse is key to your happiness

in any romantic relationship. We all have needs that
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have to be met if we are to fulfill our romantic rela‐

tionships.

Here are some emotional needs every couple

should be aware of:

Acceptance: When both people in a relationship

feel accepted for who they are. You feel like you are a

part of your partner’s life and that you can connect

with people who are close and important to them. If

either of you feels like you do not belong, this can

make it difficult for the relationship to last long-

term. Being intentional about connecting your

partner with your family members and friends

welcomes them to be an intricate part of your life.

Validation: Being understood and heard. Even

when couples disagree, it is important to let each

other know that you understand where they are

coming from. No one wants to feel disregarded.

Feeling ignored can cause resentment to build up

over time. When a couple knows that they are the

primary person in their lover’s life, they feel valued.

They know that they can depend on each other.

When one does not feel they are a priority, there is a

tendency to feel devalued. The person may wonder

why they are even bothering to be in the relationship.

Autonomy and space: Maintaining your sense of
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self is important. Space within a relationship means

you both have the freedom to do your own thing

when you want to. You feel supported but know you

can make your own choices.

Security: Feeling secure in a relationship means

you feel safe when you open up and share your feel‐

ings. You are in no physical danger and know that

your decision is respected.

Intimacy: Feeling emotionally close to one

another and being able to freely and comfortably

share your thoughts and feelings. Intimacy allows

you to build a strong bond with each other. Intimacy

may involve physical touch, sweet gestures, loving

words, etc.

Being in a relationship can stir up all types of

emotions, some good and some bad. But whatever

the emotion, everyone likes to be understood and

heard regarding how they feel and how they want to

be treated. If, for example, you are sad and crying,

you may want your partner to hug you and just hold

you and say everything will be OK. Or you may

desire to be left alone to work through your

emotions on your own.

Maybe, you want to hear some kind words of

affirmation or understanding like, I know this is diffi‐

cult for you. Hang in there; it will get better soon. But
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under no circumstances do you want to be held. In

fact, you have felt smothered and overwhelmed

when your significant other tries to hug you. It isn’t

that you don’t appreciate the gesture, but maybe

you’re just not wired like that and only need words

to help you feel cared for.

Still, others like to receive flowers or gifts as an

expression of caring. Others like to have support in

caring for responsibilities so they can relax and deal

with how they are feeling. Having compatible

emotional needs or understanding one another’s

emotional needs can benefit the relationship

immensely.

Lynette was not a touchy-feely type of lady. She

did not like to hug and was certainly not into

cuddling. While she was dating and looking for a

long-term relationship, she met a nice gentleman.

He was financially stable. They both liked to bowl

and play cards and communicated very well. They

could talk on the phone for hours about a myriad of

things. He wanted to take their relationship to the

next level and have her be his significant other.

There were a few things that she did not like about

James. He was ten years older, and he had several

surgeries, which could mean a shortened life

expectancy. Another concern was that he liked to sit
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around and cuddle all the time. She hated it. In her

words, it was driving her crazy. She just wanted to

sit together, perhaps in their own chairs in the living

area or on the couch with some space between them.

She was content to sit with him and watch television

or listen to some nice music with a few refresh‐

ments. He might have a glass of wine, and she would

have a soft drink of her choice. That was a good

evening for her. But James always wanted to touch

and be embraced, not in a sexual manner but

romantically while they enjoyed each other’s

company.

In addition to his age and health concerns, she

said his need to always touch and hold her was a

dealbreaker. She could not imagine being in a long-

term relationship or marriage, for that matter, with

someone who needed to touch so much. No matter

how much she mentioned to him how she felt, he

was always trying to hug and asking to cuddle.

Needless to say, they did not move to the next level

in their relationship. They did, however, remain

friends. He continued to pursue her, trying to

convince her to be his lady. She was never

persuaded.

She had been married several years earlier, but

the touching, hugging, and cuddling was never an
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issue in their relationship because neither of them

liked to cuddle. They hugged occasionally if some

event made a hug seem appropriate but other than

that, they were both content and satisfied with not

having to be touching each other all the time.

There were no issues with their sexual life. They

were both sexually satisfied and had no complaints.

She mentioned that many of her friends did not

quite understand where Lynette was coming from

with the idea of no hugging and no cuddling in a rela‐

tionship or marriage. They asked her if she had any

trauma in her past or childhood that made her feel

uncomfortable with hugging, but she said no. She

mentioned that she had never been raped or physi‐

cally traumatized at any point in her life. She just did

not like to hug and did not like being touched all the

time. It made her uncomfortable and unhappy. I

asked her when she was growing up if there was a

lot of hugging or touching in the family or house‐

hold. She thought about it and said, “Well, now that

you mention it, we did not hug much at all at home.”

She said, “I felt loved and we are a very close family,

but we just do not do much hugging at all.”

Lynette did have other male suitors that she

spent time with. She eventually settled with Bobby.

Her lack of touching was not an issue for him, and
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he had other qualities that she found very likable.

Their social life was compatible; they both bowled

and enjoyed traveling. They had good conversations,

they enjoyed spending time together, and the sex

was good. There were, however, a few things she did

not like about Bobby. For example, he was about

five-foot-nine inches in height, and she liked tall

men. She rarely dated or gave anyone the time of day

if they were under six feet tall. She was a petite lady,

about five-foot-three. But she was drawn to tall

men. Another thing that she hated about Bobby was

that he was bad with money. He spent like he had no

bills to pay, and when a bill was due, he often fell

short. He was generous. He bought her gifts and

treated her, and sometimes her family, to dinner. She

was used to Bobby, and they understood each other.

She decided to commit to him because she was tired

of looking and coming up short. They are still

together and still arguing about money, but so far,

it’s working.

If you are in a relationship with someone who

becomes disgusted if you cry when you get into

heated conversations, or when they say things that

hurt your feelings, this should be something to eval‐

uate. Having conversations about how this affects

you is important. Hopefully, your partner will truly
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understand how this makes you feel and will make

the necessary changes to be more compassionate

about how you are feeling and your emotional

expressions. You should also be mindful of your own

emotions and be sure not to use crying as a form of

manipulation to get sympathy or get things to go in

your favor. Your partner might become resentful or

angry if they feel they are being manipulated.

Talking with your significant other about your

concerns and resolving these types of problems is

necessary for a healthy relationship.

Regina’s husband, Ray, had a Type-A Personality.

He was a go-getter and a high achiever. He served on

the board of directors of a few nonprofits and was

an active golfer. He traveled often for business and

took trips with the boys, annually. He ran the house

and was rarely compromising on his decisions for

the family. He was a passionate person and got loud

when having conversations or heated discussions.

He believed strongly that there were certain things

men could do that women could not do. He raised

his sons and daughters with these values.

Regina was unhappy in the marriage. She felt

stifled. She did not like that, in the final analysis, her

opinions were not important. She felt lonely in the

marriage. Her husband was always gone. He worked
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long hours in a thriving law firm and was often gone

from about 7 a.m. until late at night.

They lived in an elite neighborhood, and Ray was

the major breadwinner. Their home was beautiful,

about 6,500 square feet with a pool, a sauna, and a

jacuzzi. Their children went to the finest schools.

They both had top-of-the-line vehicles: a Mercedes,

and a Bentley, and other vehicles. From the outside

looking in, they were the ideal family. But Regina

felt emotionally neglected. She wanted and needed

quality time with her husband. She felt he spent time

with others and had little time for her. She felt as

though he was just checking boxes on a to-do list

when it came to emotional intimacy. She was

unhappy and began to drink to soothe her emotional

pain.

Ray did not understand the problem. He felt she

was ungrateful. After all, he had provided the family

with a lovely home. They could afford all the things

that money could buy. He wondered why on earth

she could be unhappy. He felt she was just ungrate‐

ful, too sensitive, and too emotionally needy. He

loved Regina. And he felt that he expressed his love

by providing for the family as the provider. The

family never lacked for anything, so in his mind, that

should have been enough. Regina felt emotionally
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starved and devalued. She felt that his work and all

his activities took too much of his time and there

was little quality time for her and the children. She

needed and wanted more time with just the two of

them. She wanted to be heard and have her opinion

matter when they disagreed or were making deci‐

sions that involved them as individuals and as a

family.

When they were dating, Regina saw these charac‐

teristics in Ray, but she ignored them. She was so

impressed with his education and his abilities in

interpreting the law and defending his clients. She

loved the idea of being financially in the top ten

percent of the nation’s working adults. She knew he

was always busy, and he used a rough tone with her

when something was overlooked or not done. Some‐

how, she thought that the emotional and relational

interaction would change when they got married. It

did not. Regina spent most of her time without Ray.

She became vulnerable to the advances of a male

friend and found herself in an emotional affair that

eventually became sexual. This sometimes occurs

when our emotional needs are not met. If a person is

feeling unheard, is unhappy, and starving for atten‐

tion and understanding, they may find fulfillment

outside of the primary relationship.
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Part of the deal with Regina and Ray was that

they had different love languages. Dr. Gary

Chapman created what he called The Five Love

Languages, and he’s written numerous books on the

topic. He purports that your partner’s love language

is fundamental to a person feeling loved and

emotionally nurtured. If a couple’s love language is

similar, they will have a very strong emotional

connection, and their emotional needs are generally

fulfilled. It is not necessary to have the same love

language, but it is beneficial to the relationship. If a

couple does have different love languages, it does

not mean that they are not compatible or cannot

have a fulfilling relationship. But it will take some

work. It becomes important to communicate your

emotional needs and express what you need to feel

cared for and nurtured in a relationship or marriage.

What are the five love languages? There are five

different ways that different people show and feel

love (https://www.bustle.com/articles/177807-

what-are-the-different-love-languages-the-5-ways-

we-show-we-care-in-relationships). They are words

of affirmation, acts of service, gift-giving, quality

time, and engaging in physical touch. If you can

identify your love language, you will know what

makes you feel good and emotionally cared for.
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You’ll know what to look for in a love relationship

and what you desire from your partner. Your

emotional needs will be nurtured and fulfilled. If

you know your partner’s or spouse’s love language,

you will know how to give emotional pleasure and

support to your significant other. When you love

one another based on how love looks and feels to

each other, that cultivates good feelings and positive

emotions in the relationship.

Life experiences can influence your needs, and

your needs may change as you mature. It is impor‐

tant to know that emotional needs can change over

time, and it is possible to have different needs from

one relationship to another. But knowing your

needs and communicating them to your partner is of

the utmost importance. If you cannot communicate

your needs, the two of you cannot explore together

how to fulfill each other’s needs. Working with your

significant other to fulfill each other’s needs is a

beautiful, bonding thing.

Reflections:

Go to Dr. Gary Chapman’s Five Love

Languages at this link and take the free

online quiz to figure out your love
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language. Ask your partner to take the

quiz, too, so you know where each of you

is. https://www.

5lovelanguages.com/quizzes/.

Now make a list of your emotional needs.

How can you and your partner better meet

each other’s emotional needs?
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C O M P A T I B I L I T Y

ave you ever met a couple and

wondered how on earth they got

together? For all superficial reasons,

they might seem like an unusual fit. For example,

Dan and Laura are an odd couple. Dan is a pale man

from the United States. He’s six-foot-five and looks

a bit like you’d expect one of Jesus’ apostles to look.

He is thin with dark hair and a goatee. His wife is

from Panama, and many people mistake her with her

four-foot ten size and her middle of the back

straight almost black hair and curves and dark skin

tones as being from India. But they’ve had a

successful and adventure-filled marriage for almost

thirty years. Mainly, it is due to their compatibility.

The playwright, Oscar Wilde, wrote, “You do not



love someone for their looks, or their clothes, or

their fancy car, but because they sing a song only

you can hear.” The songs Dan and Laura sing ignite

each other.

Relationship compatibility can be explored from

several angles: spiritual, physical, financial, intellec‐

tual, and sexual. In a previous chapter, we discussed

how the values regarding spirituality between Anita

and John ultimately made them incompatible part‐

ners and, in many ways, doomed their marriage.

When it comes to spiritual compatibility, there are

some things to consider:

What are your spiritual beliefs and how

important are they to you?

Do you share the same beliefs and

religious traditions as your partner? If you

do not, is that OK with both of you? Are

you both willing to participate in each

other's observances?

Will the expectations of your partner’s

faith/tradition determine things about

your relationship? For example, for years

only those who have converted to

Catholicism could be married by a priest

and in the church. I know of some mixed-
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faith couples where the partner is not

accepted by the person’s extended family

since they do not believe similarly.

The way to survive and thrive if your spiritual

beliefs are not the same is to accept your differences

and agree to have a spiritual life separate from your

partner’s. Or you may agree to participate in each

other's spiritual life without full acceptance. If you

choose to stay separate in your practices, do not

badger, talk down to, or nag your partner about

what should and should not be. In peace, accept the

person for who they are and where they are in life,

and be content with that.

Physical compatibility may sound superficial, but

it isn’t. Initial attraction draws us to people more

than any other trait. Physical compatibility means

that you are attracted to your spouse’s or a potential

partner’s physical appearance. You are certainly not

repulsed by it. But physical compatibility can

encompass many things: sexual compatibility, being

satisfied with each other’s overall health and level of

activity, and being drawn to a person’s style, cloth‐

ing, mannerisms, etc.

Financial compatibility is one of the most impor‐

tant markers for a long-term relationship. TD
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Ameritrade released a study in 2018 that found that

41 percent of divorced Gen Xers and 29 percent of

Baby Boomers said they ended their marriages due

to disagreements about money. MarketWatch warned

that if you argue about money early on in your

marriage, you should be very worried as that is the

biggest predictor that you’ll get a divorce. Sobering,

huh? Most fights (six percent of them) about money

occur when one person spends too much, and the

other person is seen as being too cheap. MarketWatch

said, “The remaining fights are pretty evenly split

between someone being dishonest about money,

how to divide the bills and other types of money

fights, which could be anything from disagreements

over forgetting to pay a bill to a couple’s financial

priorities in life.”

It’s important early in a relationship to talk about

how you deal with your money. How much and how

often do you save? Where and on what do you spend

the most? How much debt do you have and what

kind of debt is it (credit card, school loans, car,

mortgage, short-term loans)? Are you financially

supporting any family members? Do you give to

charity or church? What principles guide your

money? Also, if you are serious and considering

marriage or a combining of households, discuss
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whether you plan to have joint accounts, separate, or

some of each. Also, discuss who will pay the bills.

Intellectual compatibility is when two people

respect each other’s intelligence. They share and are

stimulated by each other’s ideas and/or shared intel‐

lectual interests. They value each other’s opinions

and thoughts. They find each other’s conversation

interesting. Intellectual compatibility doesn’t mean

they are interested in 100 percent of the same

things, but it does mean they have enough in

common and mutual interests that they can easily

attend a lecture or a concert or an event together

and get along well.

For some people, intellectual compatibility may

refer to the amount of schooling. For example,

someone with a doctorate may not be compatible

with someone who dropped out of high school…

unless the person who dropped out is intellectually

curious or well-read. If you aren’t sure how intellec‐

tually compatible you and your potential partner

might be, ask yourselves these questions about the

relationship:

Does one of us always feel like the teacher?

is either of us bored with the other?

Does it feel like we are competing?
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Do we engage in nothing beyond small

talk?

Do you or your partner only talk about

yourselves?

Do you lose confidence around your

partner because you feel stupid or

inadequate?

Is your relationship focused on the

physical and rarely on anything else?

Do you view differences as weaknesses as

opposed to strengths?

If you have answered yes to the majority

of these questions, you may be

intellectually incompatible.

Rita and Rodney were married for over twenty

years and they were completely opposite when it

came to managing finances. Rodney was very

conservative and was a big advocate for saving and

paying bills on time. Rita, on the other hand, was a

big spender. She was the major breadwinner. She

shopped in the malls every weekend and sometimes

during the week. She had no personal savings and

enjoyed going to the casino for recreation, an

activity Rodney would never consider. Early in their

marriage they tried putting their money together
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and having an allowance for each of them. Rita was

given sixty dollars per week as personal spending

money. After several weeks of this arrangement, she

realized this was not going to work for her. She

hated having to ask for more money and having to

have a heated argument about wanting to spend

more money. They eventually decided to separate

their money and each of them would be responsible

for certain bills. This arrangement worked for them.

Rodney was able to save significantly and Rita was

able to shop and participate in activities as she

chose. When it came to major purchases like buying

new furniture or remodeling, they each paid half. If

Rodney did not agree with a major expense Rita

asked him to participate in, he would say no. If Rita

really wanted to move forward, she had to pay for it.

This arrangement worked for them.

For married couples or long-term partners, if

you are having difficulty resolving your financial

differences and the differences are putting a strain

on your marriage, try making compromises and

coming to an agreement that is agreeable to both of

you and be open to adjusting the financial arrange‐

ment as needed.

If all of your efforts fail, I recommend you look

for outside help to resolve some of the issues before
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they are beyond repair. Again, I recommend a rela‐

tionship coach or couples therapist to assist you in

working through the problems and coming up with

some workable solutions.

Sexual compatibility is determining and speaking

about what you like, what your partner likes, and

what may be off-limits. A couple I counseled should

have had this discussion long before I saw them.

Jennifer had been celibate for many years before she

and James got together, and they only had sex a few

times before they married, so she did not know they

would be sexually incompatible. They had been

married for thirteen years, and they enjoyed their

marriage and life together, but sexually Jennifer was

not satisfied. She had never found James to be physi‐

cally attractive, and she said the sex was miserable.

During their marriage, she only had two or three

orgasms . She tried to talk with him about it, and he

told her if they did it more often, she would enjoy it

more. James tried to listen to her and to understand

what she was saying. When she gave him suggestions

of what to do, he would do those things once or

twice and then revert to the old routine, which did

absolutely nothing for her. That frustrated her even

more and made her want to have sex less. Sadly,

Jennifer is not alone. According to the New York
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Times, 15 to 20 percent of married couples are in a

sexless relationship, meaning they have not had sex

in over six months or have only had sex ten times in

a year. This could be due to sexual incompatibili‐

ty. Sometimes lack of interest in sex can be caused

by underlying issues that should be explored with a

mental health professional or with a doctor if the

cause is medically related. Additional solutions may

be needed for couples having sexual problems.

Now, what is considered normal? Researchers

quoted by Newsweek magazine indicate that married

couples have sex an average of just over sixty-eight

times per year, just slightly more than once per

week. They report that married couples under thirty

have sex about one hundred and eleven times per

year. Married couples in a sexless marriage are more

likely to divorce according to Tara Parker-Pope of

the New York Times. Readers Digest quoted Eleanor

Donavan-Mayer as saying a sexless marriage does

not automatically end in divorce but it is more about

the discordant level of desire for sex that leads to

divorce. If the couple is ok with their level of sexual‐

ity, they are likely to stay together.

If you are in a long-term relationship or you are

married, and you have sexual concerns, or you are

unhappy with your sex life, please know you are not
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alone. This is a common concern for many couples.

You must be able to talk openly and try new things

until you find what works. If you want to remain

faithful in a monogamous relationship, patience,

continual communication, and persistence are an

absolute must! Here are a few things you can try:

Determine what you can compromise on

without doing something you do not want

to do.

Try writing down the things that bring

both of you pleasure and bring those

things into the bedroom. This will help

you focus on the things you enjoy rather

than what you dislike.

Do not discuss your dislikes or concerns

while in bed. Choose a neutral setting to

have an open conversation, and let your

partner know that you'd like to discuss

something important when time permits.

Masturbation is something you can

consider to address some of your sexual

needs.

Do not give up on your sex life completely.

Keep trying. You know the old saying,
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practice makes perfect, or in this case, may

bring fulfillment and fun.

Relationship coaches or sex therapists

might be a good option.

Take the example of Sharon and Paul. Sharon

and Paul dated for a few years and they were in love.

They were sexually active and enjoyed the tradi‐

tional form of sexual intercourse. About six months

into the relationship Sharon learned something new

about Paul: He enjoyed anal sex. She found this out

one day when they were getting busy doing the do. Paul

began penetrating her anus and she said, “That’s not

it.” He replied, “I know.” She was surprised and

speechless. She did not know what to say, so she said

nothing and went with it.

It was uncomfortable and a little painful. She did

not enjoy it, but she did not share her feelings with

Paul because she wanted to make him happy. After a

few weeks, she discovered that he preferred anal sex

over vaginal intercourse. She did not know what to

think of it. She wondered, is he bisexual? She knew

that this was not something she wanted to spend the

remainder of her life doing because it was not her

thing. She eventually told Paul. He was disappointed
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but he expected things to continue as they

were. This became a problem in the relationship.

 Sharon asked him if he was bisexual. He said no

and shared that another female introduced him to

anal sex some years ago. This was the first time

Sharon realized that some heterosexual couples

enjoy anal sex.

Now oral sex, on the other hand, was something

Sharon truly enjoyed, and she assumed that Paul did

as well until she noticed he had stopped going down

on her during intercourse. She asked Paul why he

stopped pleasuring her with oral sex. “I do not like

doing it,” he said. "You are the one who likes giving

and receiving. I never told you I liked giving." So,

Sharon decided if it was going to be a one-way expe‐

rience, they could just stop altogether. This was now

another area of contention and of course, caused

more problems in the relationship. Eventually,

Sharon and Paul broke up; sex was one of the factors

that brought them to that decision.

This is why it is best to have open conversations

about sex from the beginning of your relationship so

that you can determine if you are sexually compati‐

ble. Are your sex drives compatible? What do you

enjoy? Are either of you adventurous or open to new

things? Is one of you more traditional and not very
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explorative?  These are a few things to discuss. Find

out sooner rather than later so that there are no

surprises later on down the road.

Reflections:

In what areas are you and your significant

other most compatible?

In what areas are you least compatible?

How do you deal with or compensate for

the areas of least compatibility?
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C O M M U N I C A T I O N

any people acknowledge that an

important attribute of a successful,

long-lasting relationship is respect,

trust, support, boundaries, and communication. It is

this last one, communication, that most people

believe can make or break the relationship. Poor

communication does take the blame if a couple

struggles. And, yes, it can be a troublemaker. But

poor communication can be the effect (not the

cause) of some deep unmet needs, like those

discussed in the values, emotional needs, and

compatibility sections of this book. Like in any

treatment situation, if you’re only focused on the

symptoms and do not focus on the cause or root of

those symptoms, healing won’t take place.



The fact is we communicate continually in our

relationships. Even the silent treatment or

stonewalling is a form of communication. When we

talk about communication, it is easy to focus just on

words or the feelings behind the words. But that’s

only a fraction of the information that gets traded

back and forth between couples. Think about it: you

can tell instantly if your partner is stressed out and

they do not have to say a word. Communication is

complex, and often its problems lie in the way

people pick up and respond to messages. That’s why

each partner has a responsibility to be as accurate as

possible in their communication.

Communication can be affected by its context, by

the behavior, facial expressions, and gestures of both

the speaker and listener, by the words themselves, by

the emotions behind the words and within the

listener, and by touch or physical distancing.

Dr. John Gottman, of the Gottman Institute,

created what he called The Four Horsemen (based

on the ones in the apocalypse in the Biblical book,

Revelation) that impede our communications with

our loved ones. When we exhibit these Four

Horsemen tendencies, our communications break

down. The Four Horsemen are criticism, contempt,

defensiveness, and stonewalling — and they may
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happen in sequence and have cumulative effects.

Criticism is the verbal attacking of someone, and the

victim of the criticism often feels like their person‐

ality or character has been assassinated. This is

different than voicing a concern or making a

critique. Think of the times you’ve said or heard,

“You always…” followed by something negative,

such as: “You always forget our anniversary” or “You

never think about your behavior and how it affects

others.” What this implies to the other person is that

they have a defect of memory or character. A softer

way to comment is what Gottman calls the gentle

start-up and that involves making a statement. Talk

about your feelings and express a positive need, such

as I love when we celebrate our relationship. I feel so

cherished.

The second Horseman, contempt, is attacking

someone’s sense of self with an intent to insult or

abuse. When we communicate in this state, we can

be truly mean and disrespectful, and we communi‐

cate that we are morally superior. Gottman said that

contempt is the single greatest predictor of divorce and

must be eliminated. The way to eliminate contempt is

to remind yourself of your partner’s positive attrib‐

utes and to express gratitude for these things. This

brings us back to chapter one’s attention and inten‐
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tion in that by focusing on the positives — attention

— we reach the intention of having a better rela‐

tionship.

We’ve all ridden along with the third Horseman,

defensiveness, which is often triggered when we feel

we are being treated with criticism or contempt. We

find defensive words and postures when we feel we

need to fight back or to justify ourselves. We want to

show that we’re an innocent victim, to try and get

our partner to back off. Some people in their defen‐

siveness also reverse blame. Instead, the non-defen‐

sive response would be to take responsibility, to

accept your partner’s perspective, and to offer an

apology for any wrongdoing.

The fourth and last Horseman is stonewalling,

which is often done in response to contempt, and it

occurs when the listener withdraws from interac‐

tion, shuts down, refuses to respond. The listener

may make evasive maneuvers to avoid more damage.

These evasive maneuvers may take the form of busy‐

ness, turning away, physically distancing oneself, or

doing something distracting. It takes time for the

activity of the first three Horsemen to trigger

stonewalling, but once stonewalling starts, it can

become a bad habit. Stonewalling may feel like a

protective mode which may be why once started, it
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isn’t easy to stop. If you find yourself starting to

stonewall your partner, ask for some time or a break

to get yourself back into a physiological state where

logical communication is possible. Gottman recom‐

mends taking thirty minutes to do something that

soothes you, such as reading a book or a magazine,

taking a walk, or jogging.

Communicating — with all of its modes and

nuances — can be challenging. It becomes a bit

easier when you practice active listening skills. The

three components of active listening are to compre‐

hend, (pay attention to the speaker’s verbal and

nonverbal language and cues) retain, (remember the

key points of the message), and respond. Being an

active listener also means you suspend your judg‐

ment and remain neutral. You are patient (do not fill

silence), you emit your own verbal and nonverbal

feedback (smiling, eye contact, leaning in, mirror‐

ing), you ask questions (to further clarify and to

understand), and you reflect back on what is being

said (paraphrasing and asking for correction where

you are wrong is a useful tool). Really listening to

the speaker makes him feel heard and validated. It

allows you to understand the other person’s points

of view and permits you to respond with empathy.

And, let’s face it, we all want to be heard, vali‐
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dated, and treated with empathy, because these are

all things that make us feel more loved.

Reflections:

In what ways do you communicate?

In what ways does your communication

break down?

How can you be a better active listener?
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O B S T A C L E S — W H E N  T H E
R E L A T I O N S H I P  G E T S  T O U G H

hroughout this book, embedded in each

chapter, we have discussed obstacles to

having a thriving, love-filled, mutually

fulfilling relationship that lasts. Some of the obsta‐

cles to happiness and well-being that we have

discussed include not nurturing our love, not having

the same core values, having unfulfilled emotional

needs, being incompatible in insurmountable ways,

and/ or not being willing to work on clear and

consistent communication.

At the core of overcoming obstacles is that you

must be able to share how you are feeling with your

partner or with a trusted support person (coach,

therapist, close friend, or family member). To heal

and move forward, you need to be real and trans‐



parent so that you stop keeping emotions and pain

bottled up inside. Eventually, the pressure can cause

you to explode in ways that could be harmful and

inappropriate. And, in some cases, this may affect

your physical health. Research has shown the

connection between not dealing with emotions and

all kinds of diseases and body distress. You could

also consider journaling as a way to express your

thoughts and emotions. Write down any solutions to

anything you’re dealing with, as the ideas occur

to you.

One obstacle we have yet to talk about to having

a mutually fulfilling relationship that lasts is the idea

of true forgiveness. Human is as good as any of us

gets, and in our humanity, we screw up. Sometimes

the mistakes we make or wrongs of our loved ones

are small or unintentional. Other times it is a bit

more egregious and/ or intentional. Forgiving

someone is a difficult challenge. Our egos like to

puff up and scream, Hey, you hurt me! Forgiveness

can be even more challenging if you believe the

person does not deserve it. And forgiving yourself

can be difficult. It is sometimes even more difficult

than forgiving someone else. Our minds can beat us

up by endlessly asking questions. What were you

thinking? How could you? These questions repeat on
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an endless loop that can rock our self-esteem and

sense of worth. Think about the load of ill feelings

inside — anger, bitterness, hate, and resentment.

These emotions you are carrying around with you

every day – they are you hurting you. The tendency

to ignore this portion (forgiving) of the healing can

be tempting. But it is crucial — like inhaling oxygen

and exhaling carbon dioxide — and a lifesaving and

relationship-saving step. If you need help forgiving

your partner, seek out some spiritual support, a

certified life coach, or a professional therapist. Not

forgiving someone strips us of our freedom and our

well-being. Even if you decide ultimately to end

your relationship, you still want to forgive and heal

so you will thrive in future relationships.

One last obstacle to having the best relationship

of your life is not dealing with past stuff. Do not

dredge up things from previous relationships, from

your family of origin, or from any parts of your pre-

this-relationship life. In many ways, our emotions, our

reactions, and our interactions are learned and

molded and are the result of the collection of experi‐

ences that make up and form our lives. We all have

baggage, but the amount of it we carry around, send

energy to by tending it or stoking its fires, or the

amount we leave on the curb for the celestial
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garbage collectors to permanently remove is

different from person to person.

Conquering or making peace with your past can

be a huge undertaking. One chapter on the subject

would be more of a hindrance than a help. In

acknowledging that, I am letting you know that I

will be writing a book on the subject, so stay tuned

for that. But if you need help with that now, reach

out to me.

Consider the obstacles in your relationships with

the mindset of a hurdler. They are just things to

overcome rather than immovable mountains that

cannot be scaled.

Reflections:

What’s the most pressing obstacle in your

relationship?

Have you, or how have you, talked to your

partner about it?

How are you trying to overcome it?
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C O N C L U S I O N

r. Seuss wrote, “You know you’re in love

when you cannot fall asleep because

reality is finally better than your

dreams.” Some of us feel like that at the start of our

relationships. The other person is constantly on our

minds, and we’re almost giddy with anticipation of

the next text, call, or date and with dreams of what

may be. We do not sleep. We feel like we’re floating

in the clouds, distracted by our hormones, attrac‐

tion, and lust. We’re a lot like prepubescents with a

crush, regardless of our age.

But the reality is, that shiny newness loses its

sheen with the first misunderstanding, the first fight,

the first time we have to say, “I’m sorry.” And, some‐



where along the way, we realize that relationships,

like everything else, need attention, tending, love,

and care if we expect them to flourish and thrive.

Sometimes we’re great at this and sometimes we

aren’t. Our efforts are often misguided, or we’re just

not really feeling it. That’s normal. That’s life.

Relationships are filled with personalities,

passions, wants and desires, ghosts of relationships

past, and visions of ideal futures. All of these things

forge our behaviors, communication, needs, and

expectations. And sometimes they create bumps in

the road that make our love lives a bit rocky.

Building mutually fulfilling relationships that last

require both individuals to be intentional about

nurturing the love they share for one another. Love

is not selfish. It causes one to give and to do in ways

we may have never considered until we began to

love. I love what Apostle Paul says when he wrote,

“Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not

boast, it is not proud. It does not dishonor others, it is not

self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of

wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the

truth. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes,

always perseveres.” 2 Corinthians 13:4-7 (New Testa‐

ment Christian Bible)
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Love demands that we are not only interested in

having our personal needs fulfilled, and not only

consider what we want and how we want it. Love

should compel us to be just as committed and

invested in wanting and doing for our partners as

we do for ourselves and sometimes more. Nurturing

the passion and comfort in our relationship must be

ongoing throughout the life of our relationship. We

should always be intentional and regularly checking

the emotional health of our relationships. Every

relationship will have ups and downs. The more

aware we are of the emotional changes and work

together to return to a healthy zone, the better our

chances are of staying and keeping our relationships

positive and healthy. If we continue in this way, we

continue to grow together, learn together, and

mature together.

Being in touch with our innermost selves helps

us communicate what’s important. It tells us what

we need to feel valued and loved. But sometimes, the

answers to that introspection aren’t apparent, and

we need something more: a book, some prayer, a

confidant, a therapist, or a relationship coach to

assist us. That’s where I come in. I am the owner and

founder of Relationship Matters Life & Relationship
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Coaching Services, and my goal is for you to find

wholeness in your relationship and in every part of

your life. You can reach me at https://

fredawilson.com/contact.
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programs.

Our program does not only teach you how to

write a book – our team of coaches, developmental

editors, copy editors, art directors, and marketing

experts incubate you from having a book idea to

being a published, bestselling author, ensuring that
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the book you create can actually make a difference

in the world. Then we give you the training you

need to use your book to make the difference in the

world, or to create a business out of serving your

readers.

ARE YOU READY TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

You’ve seen other people make a difference with a

book. Now it is your turn. If you are ready to stop

watching and start taking massive action, go to

http://theauthorincubator.com/apply/.

“Yes, I am ready!”
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O T H E R  B O O K S  B Y  D I F F E R E N C E  P R E S S

Gay the Pray Away: Healing Your Life, Love, and Relationships

from the Harms of LGBT Conversion Therapy by Erika

Allison

Get the Respect You Deserve: 7 Secrets to Getting Seen and

Heard in Your Job and Relationships by Veronica Anderson,

MD

Evolve Together: The Spiritual Woman’s Guide to

Rediscovering Intimacy in Your Marriage by Megan Day

The Art of Using Your Voice: 5 Steps to Create a More Peaceful

Work Environment by Vanessa De Groot

Mom’s Conditional Love: Repair Your Relationship with Your

Mother So You Can Love Yourself by Simoné Edwards, Ed.d

Activate Your Opportunities: The Change Agent’s Guide to

More Impact with Less Stress by Tanya Ezekiel

Learn to Leap: Unleash Your Courage and Turn Up Your Life

by Lori Giuttari

It’s Not Careless to Care Less: How to Care About Others

without Betraying Yourself by Vera Laree

The Widow’s Guide to Dating: Sex, Love, and Relationships

after the Death of Your Spouse by Charity Pimental-Hyams

Becoming Unstuck: The Essential Guide to Always Know the



Next Step for You by Anthony Santillanes

Yes! You Can Be a Badass Coach: 6 Simple Steps to More

Freedom, More Joy, and More Impact by Vandy Verma

You Can Find True Love: The Essential Guide to Meeting the

Love of Your Life by Jessica Wei, MD

Understanding the Centers in Human Design: The Facilitator’s

Guide to Transforming Pain into Possibility by Robin

Winn, MFT



T H A N K  Y O U

I appreciate each and every one of you who opened

this book and committed to reading it. You rock!

As a thank you, I have created a free mini

training that will provide more encouragement and

support. Signup at https://fredawilson.com/

contact/ and indicate you are requesting the free

training that is offered in Building Relationships That

Last.

Freda Wilson’s Life and Relationship Coaching

Services and her relationship programs are offered

virtually and in person.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Phone: 619-761-2228

https://Fredawilson.com/Contact




